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COMMON PLATFORM Once the merger happens, stock exchanges will be able to become universal exchanges wherein
equities, debt instruments and currencies are traded under the same roof as commodity derivatives

Two sides of the
Sebi-FMC merger
The proposed merger will present more opportunities to the exchanges
but could also pose serious challenges for the watchdog
RAJESH BHAYANI
Mumbai, 24 March

he proposal to merge
the Securities and
Exchange Board of India
(Sebi), the stock market regulator, with the Forward
Markets Commission (FMC),
which regulates the commodities market, was proposed by
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
in his Budget for 2015-16. So
that it doesn’t require separate
parliamentary approval, the
legal changes required for the
merger were incorporated in
the Finance Bill. Once the president gives his assent to the
Bill, the changes will get automatically notified.
The implications of the
merger are significant. Stock
exchanges will be able to
become universal exchanges
wherein equities, debt instruments and currencies are traded under the same roof as
commodity derivatives. Stock
exchanges already have
depositories and clearing corporations that will cater to the
needs of commodity traders
as well.
However, after talking to
experts, it is evident that the
commodity exchange space
will see consolidation and ultimately three or four players
will remain on the scene, as
compared to six now, including
existing large stock exchanges
such as the National Stock
Exchange (NSE) and Bombay
Stock
Exchange
(BSE),
Multi Commodity Exchange
(MCX)
and
National
Commodity and Derivatives
Exchange (NCDEX).
Jaitley has proposed repealing the Forward Contract
Regulation Act and changes in
the Securities and Contract
Regulation Act in the Finance
Bill. However, to give effect to
the merger, even the Sebi Act
needs to be amended to allow
commodities derivatives as
security and also to allow
Securities Appellate Tribunal
to hear cases related to commodities as well. However,
these changes are seen only as
procedural hiccups.
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TRADING NUMBERS
Daily average turnover (FY15)
~ crore

Market
share (%)

2,43,507.93
86,109.75

73.88
26.12

20,139.48
3,508.45
280.09
98.35

83.82
14.60
1.17
0.41

12,608.54
8,186.80
2,709.17

53.64
34.83
11.53

1,725.43
183.34
47.27

88.21
9.37
2.42

Equity (Cash + F & O)
NSE
BSE

Commodities
MCX
NCDEX
NMCE
ACE

Currency market
NSE
BSE (+USE)
MCX

Interest rate futures
NSE
BSE
MCX
Source: Exchanges

Opening avenues
modity exchanges to make
In-house
The changes will provide enor- presentations.
mous opportunities: invest- expertise is being built and
ment derivatives such as other organisational changes
exchange traded funds for sil- required are also being made.
ver and other metals, weather The merger was discussed at
and freight derivatives, and the Sebi board meeting held
index futures and options on March 22 in Delhi.
The exchanges, equity as
trading in commodities. It will
offer arbitrage opportunities well as commodity, have initiated deliberaacross segments in
tions on their
an exchange, and The merger will
future strategies
make margin mon- give a boost to
when the two
ey fungible for the integrity of
market regulators
trading across var- the commodities
are merged.
ious asset classes market. It will
An industry
like commodities, also lead to an
currencies
and improvement in its insider says one
should not be surequities. Thus, if overall efficiency
prised if NSE
BSE or NSE starts
commodity derivatives, mar- acquires NCDEX, in which it
gin money for equities or cur- holds 15 per cent, or launches
rencies will also be available metals and energy derivatives
for commodities because the on its own platform. NCDEX is
clearing corporation will be predominantly into farm commodities, and has a separate
the same.
After Jaitley announced subsidiary for spot trading.
the proposed merger in the Another insider says that BSE,
Budget, Sebi called all com- which has Sebi’s approval to
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set up a commodity exchange,
need not do that or buy into an
existing commodity exchange
— it can simply launch a segment for commodity derivatives and save costs.
MCX, the market leader
(with over 85 per cent share)
that calls itself an exchange
for metals and energy, has
already proposed to increase
its stake in MCX-SX (now
Metropolitan Stock Exchange)
to 15 per cent by converting
the warrants it holds. If Sebi
approves that proposal, MCX
will have access to currency
trading that is the natural
hedge required for commodity traders. In the past, MCXSX was a market leader in currency derivatives. Eventually,
MCX-SX merging with MCX is
also a possibility that many do
not rule out.
CEOs of several exchanges
do not wish to come on record
as the regulators for both the
markets are still separate and

independent. Spokespersons
for NSE, BSE, MCX and NCDEX
say that since the proposal is
yet to be implemented, they are
not in a position to comment.
The question is, will the
merger add more depth to the
market? Aditya Gandhi, director of Sapient Global Markets
(India), says: “It is hoped that
with
time
institutional
investors like banks and mutual funds will also be allowed
to participate in these markets,
which will increase liquidity
and, therefore, price discovery, and offer more opportunities for hedgers to execute
their transactions.”
The government is acquiring power to define certain
instruments as derivatives that
will allow weather and freight
derivatives. Weather derivatives could succeed in India as
the vagaries of monsoon weigh
heavily on the prospects for
major crops. These two types
of derivatives were discussed
by the government a decade
ago, but they were never on its
priority list as the FCRA
amendment to strengthen FMC
never fructified.
“This should provide a full
array of instruments for farmers, producers, shippers and
consumers to manage their
risks and therefore should increase participation and depth
of the market,” adds Gandhi.
High and low
The merger will give a significant boost to the integrity of
the commodities market. FMC
was dependent on the government for finances. It was short
staffed and technologically
constrained to regulate and
monitor the markets. A Nielsen
report in 2013 suggested that
dabba trading (illegal offexchange derivative trading) in
commodities had increased
5-7 times after the commodity
transaction tax was introduced
in July 2013. Sebi should be
able to play an instrumental
role in controlling this and to
bring back the dabba trading to
the exchanges.
The merger should also
mean an improvement in the
overall efficiency for the market participants, including a
reduction in transaction costs.
Two CEOs, one of a commodity exchange and the other of a
stock exchange, agree that
all segments under one
exchange will help reduce the
compliance costs and will
result in better utilisation of
margin money.
On the flip side, Gandhi
says the proposed merger poses serious challenges for Sebi.
“As commodity prices have
significant implications for the
common man, especially in
times of famine or drought, it
will need to do justice with the
expectations of Dalal Street,
but also manage the perception of the impact of derivative trading on the common
man,” he says. “It will also
need to wade into new territory and help commodity
exchanges manage warehouses, inspections and standardisation to help strengthen
the markets.”
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